
Chapter 4508 

The content of the video is a cosmic war that takes place in the future, 

So the audio-visual effect at the beginning seems to be shocking. 

The plot of this video is an alien race invaded the Earth, 

Wiping out almost all of the Earth fleet, the entire Earth fleet only a warship 

piloted by a female warrior survived. 

In order to save the Earth, this female warrior has to sail the warship through 

the wormhole, 

All the way from the future back to the modern society on Earth. 

When her ship crossed the Earth’s atmosphere, the Earth’s air forces sent top 

fighters to intercept it, 

And she ejected at the moment when the missile was about to destroy the 

ship and took a parachute all the way down. 

But because the parachute malfunctioned and could not be opened, 

The warrior woman swooped toward the ground at a very high speed. 

According to the original setting, at the moment when the warrior woman is 

about to fall to the ground, 

The LED screen and all the lights on the scene will instantly go out, 

And all the sound will also come to an abrupt halt. 

After ten seconds of absolute darkness, all the stage lights will instantly come 

on. 



And dozens of light beams will be aimed at the top of the stage, 

When Sara, wearing sci-fi armor, will descend from the sky with the weave 

technology, 

And use her song called “From the Future” to make an absolutely shocking 

and perfect opening for the whole concert. 

However, at this moment, the video has just begun to play, 

When people saw the video presenting a Star Wars scene, everyone is a little 

confused. 

When the old man saw that the show was about to start, he hurriedly said to 

Duncan: 

“Duncan, don’t waste time with me here, hurry back to your wife and 

children!” 

After that, he looked at Marshal and instructed, 

“Marshal, tell the crew to get ready at the airport and have the driver take 

Duncan to the airport!” 

Marshal nodded and said to Duncan, “Duncan, hurry up,” 

“It is time to stay with your family, don’t go anywhere until the baby is born.” 

“Okay!” Duncan knew that the old man was thinking of himself,” 

“So he nodded heavily and said, “Uncle, aunt, then I’ll go first.” 

The old master waved his hand, “Go now, let Marshal see you off.” 



Duncan busily said, “No, no, let him accompany you guys, I’ll go down by 

myself.” 

After saying that, he said to Marshal, “You send a message to the driver, don’t 

come with me.” 

Marshal saw that he was in a much better state, so he nodded and said, 

“Okay, go and send a message when you arrive.” 

Duncan nodded, said hello again to the people, and then hurriedly left the 

room. 

After Duncan went out, the video, the flagship of the human space fleet was 

hit by a fatal blow from the enemy, 

And Claire excitedly took Charlie’s hand and shouted, 

“Honey! Is this a movie? The effect is too realistic, right?” 

Charlie heard Claire so shocked, then subconsciously withdrew the release of a 

little aura, 

No longer pay attention to grandparents over what they are talking about, 

But focused on the screen, said seriously: “I think this should be a specially 

made opening video,” 

“The former king Michael Jackson also gave such a majestic opening special 

effects.” 

Charlie just finished talking, on the screen, the human flagship exploded! 

Incredibly huge flagship, a series of violent explosions from the inside, the 

whole falling apart! 



The sound effects of the explosion throughout the scene created countless 

powerful sounds, 

The scene set off a wave of sound, impacting everyone’s senses. 

While everyone’s attention was focused on the video, 

Duncan crossed the corridor of the VIP area and arrived at the door of the 

elevator hall. 

The sound wave made him feel the bass vibrating his entire chest even when 

he was here. 

At this moment, the four elevator lights not far in front of him suddenly lit up 

at the same time, 

And just when he was a bit stunned in his heart, the elevator doors suddenly 

opened. 

In the four elevators, at least 20 black-clothed fighters with loaded guns and 

armed to the teeth appeared! 

These black-clad fighters wore bulletproof vests and bulletproof masks, 

And all held dark automatic rifles in their hands, 

And the muzzle of each automatic rifle was fitted with a thick and long 

silencer. 

When Duncan saw this scene, his pupils suddenly shrank, and just wanted to 

shout, 

Bullets were instantly released from the muzzles of multiple guns. 

In an instant, he was hit by dozens of bullets, boom! 



Immediately after, the beige wool carpet underneath Duncan was soaked with 

his blood! 

A striking blood-red …… 

 


